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FTClusterTuple
Previously:  
FTClusterTuple.h & FTClusterTuple.cpp save the 
information from FTLiteClusters 

Now:  
FTClusterTuple.*    FTLiteClusterTuple.* 
Now, to create a tuple with FTLiteCluster information, use 
FTLiteClusterTuple and the new FTClusterTuple can be used to 
create a root tuple with the FTCluster information

(Details can be found in this commit) 

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Boole/-/commit/f0c812faef185cbb1d5cf43ba843c0cb09effd04
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Effective noise in Boole
The new effective noise model is implemented in FTSiPMTool.cpp 

The effective noise toy parameters can be found in  
/FT/FTDigitisation/src/effnoisedata 
Currently data are there for pacific4, pacific5_pz5 and pacific5_pz6 
with thresholds {1.5;2.5;4.5} and {2.5;3.5;4.5}. 

• Blake’s toy to generate the noise rates has been uploaded to git 
with an explanation of how to use the scripts here. 

 
No more double defined variables for the effective noise simulation! 
Pacific version & gain shift defined in SiPMResponse.h 
ADC Thresholds were defined in MCFTFDigitCreator.h, they have 
now moved to FTSiPMTool.h. (Required some messing around with 
GaudiTools. Details in this and this commit)

https://gitlab.cern.ch/emgabrie/scifi-effective-noise-simulation-toy
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Boole/-/commit/6cd4c0c0540bf4ac7c9b28d3c33ea5d67ec420ab
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Boole/-/commit/272a18b53bb5ed4b0bf54340341f6d3ce3255a0b
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Effective noise in Boole
The new effective noise model is implemented in FTSiPMTool.cpp
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Dark noise model
In FTSiPMTool.h: 
Dark noise model updated for both direct xtalk and delayed xtalk 
from Poisson distribution to power law (link to presentation by Blake) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/960125/contributions/4130563/attachments/2152589/3630094/Crosstalk%20simulation.pdf
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Updated electronics functions
In SiPMResponse.cpp  
• The electronics functions for pacific5_pz5 and pacific5_pz6 have 

been updated to include the full undershoot (numbers by Albert Comerma) 
• The csv files for p5_pz5 & p5_pz6 are added to  
/FT/FTDigitisation/tools/P5q_PZ{5,6}.csv 

• The electronics version for pacific4 has been reversed 
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HitType
In FTClusterTuple.cpp and FTLiteClusterTuple.cpp  
The hitType variable is changed to enable separating spillover from 
different bunch crossings. 

typeHit  
-1 - warning: no type found 
0  - Noise 
1  - Signal 
2  - PrevPrev spillover 
3  - Prev spillover 
4  - Next spillover

typeHit 
0 - Noise 
1 - Signal 
2 - Spillover 
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Spillover from electronics function
In MCFTDigitCreator.h I added a flag to turn on/off the 
electronics response spillover: 

The spillover is added in MCFTDigitCreator.cpp by adding the 
charge contributions at t+25ns and t-25ns 
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Smaller changes
In FTSiPMTool.cpp: Thermal noise scaled by the total xtalk 

In FTSiPMTool.h: Delayed xtalk time updated 

In MCFTDigitCreator.h: m_adcnoise updated (LHCBSCIFI-118)

https://its.cern.ch/jira/projects/LHCBSCIFI/issues/LHCBSCIFI-118

